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Abstract

Pre-trained language models (e.g. BART) have001
shown impressive results when fine-tuned on002
large summarization datasets. However, lit-003
tle is understood about this fine-tuning pro-004
cess, including what knowledge is retained005
from pre-training models or how content se-006
lection and generation strategies are learnt007
across iterations. In this work, we analyze008
the training dynamics for generation models,009
focusing on summarization. Across different010
datasets (CNNDM, XSUM, MEDIASUM) and011
summary properties, such as abstractiveness012
and hallucination, we study what the model013
learns at different stages of its fine-tuning014
process. We find that a propensity to copy015
the input is learned early in the training pro-016
cess consistently across our domains of inter-017
est. On the other hand, factual errors, such as018
hallucination of unsupported facts, are learnt019
in the later stages, though this behavior is020
more varied across domains. Based on these021
observations, we explore complementary ap-022
proaches for modifying training: first, disre-023
garding high-loss tokens that are challenging024
to learn and second, disregarding low-loss to-025
kens that are learnt very quickly. We show that026
these simple training modifications allow us to027
configure our model to achieve different goals,028
such as improving factuality or improving ab-029
stractiveness.1030

1 Introduction031

Transformer-based pre-training (Lewis et al., 2020;032

Zhang et al., 2020) has led to substantial improve-033

ments in the performance of abstractive summa-034

rization models. This pre-training and fine-tuning035

paradigm has been widely studied with respect to036

what training datasets, model sizes and other hy-037

perparameters are needed to optimize task-specific038

evaluation metrics, such as perplexity or ROUGE039

for text generation. However, abstractive summa-040

rization is a complex task involving several com-041

1All code and model checkpoints will be released.

ponents such as content selection and rewriting 042

that are performed implicitly by end-to-end models 043

such as BART (Lewis et al., 2020). Currently, we 044

have little insight into this aspect of the fine-tuning 045

process, namely what “skill” or behavior is learnt 046

at which stage of the training process. 047

Recent work (Schuster et al., 2019; Utama et al., 048

2020a) has studied training dynamics for sequence 049

classification tasks such as NLI and fact verifica- 050

tion, demonstrating how these can be leveraged to 051

mitigate dataset biases. However, similar analyses 052

for text generation tasks have not been explored. In 053

general, generation models are expected to differ 054

from these classification frameworks due to the dif- 055

ference in task formulations and mismatch between 056

training and inference (teacher forcing). 057

In this paper, we make the first attempt at under- 058

standing the fine-tuning process of large pre-trained 059

language models for summarization. We study two 060

essential components of abstractive summarization 061

models, abstractiveness and factual consistency, 062

and investigate when each of these is learned during 063

fine-tuning. Experiments are conducted on three 064

different summarization datasets: XSUM (Narayan 065

et al., 2018), CNNDM (Hermann et al., 2015; Nalla- 066

pati et al., 2016) and MEDIASUM (Zhu et al., 2021) 067

to study these properties across a range of datasets. 068

Our findings are threefold: First, we find that 069

easy-to-learn skills such as copy behavior are ac- 070

quired very early in the fine-tuning process. In 071

fact, for datasets that have a high fraction of extrac- 072

tive summaries, the summarization models tend 073

to overfit to these easier examples, effectively ig- 074

noring harder examples in the dataset. Next, we 075

investigate how factual correctness of summaries 076

evolves with the fine-tuning process, juxtaposing 077

it against other factors such as abstractiveness and 078

dataset quality. In particular, we find that while 079

non-factuality and abstractiveness are roughly pro- 080

portional to each other, longer training on noisy 081

datasets can significantly hurt factuality. 082
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Finally, we show that insights from these train-083

ing dynamics can be leveraged to optimize along084

target summarization goals like factuality or ab-085

stractiveness. We extend prior work on loss trun-086

cation (Kang and Hashimoto, 2020), using token087

sub-sampling to dynamically modify the loss com-088

putation during training to alter the learnt behavior089

of summarization models. In particular, we show090

that we can substantially improve the factuality of091

summarization models trained on noisy datasets092

(e.g. XSUM) by downweighting high-loss tokens093

while preserving the high level of abstractiveness.094

Conversely, downweighting low-loss tokens under095

the same framework allows us to significantly im-096

prove the abstractiveness of generated summaries097

compared to the baseline models for relatively ex-098

tractive datasets (e.g. CNNDM and MEDIASUM).099

2 Learning Dynamics100

2.1 Datasets and Setup101

We study learning dynamics for summarization102

models trained on three English-language news103

datasets: (1) XSUM: an “extreme” summarization104

dataset with single-sentence and highly abstrac-105

tive summaries (2) CNN/DAILYMAIL, a multi-106

sentence summary dataset with a considerably107

lower degree of abstraction. (3) MEDIASUM, a108

media interview summarization dataset with a de-109

gree of abstraction closer to CNNDM than XSUM.110

We focus on the NPR-specific subset of this dataset111

which contains multi-sentence summaries. These112

datasets were selected because of the diversity of113

their respective reference summaries along proper-114

ties such as lexical overlap, length, and lead-bias115

within the news summarization domain.116

Experiments are performed using BART-LARGE117

and PEGASUS-LARGE as the base models. For each118

dataset, the model checkpoints are saved periodi-119

cally (every 2k steps for XSUM and MEDIASUM,120

every 1k steps for CNNDM) and analyzed at 10121

different stages of the fine-tuning process (9 in-122

termediate checkpoints + final model). Training123

details are in Appendix A. We probe the model be-124

havior at each checkpoint via two types of signals:125

1. Model-generated summaries: For each126

dataset, we randomly sample 800 (article, refer-127

ence summary) pairs from the development set.128

At each checkpoint, we generate summaries on129

this set of articles to study the inference-time be-130

havior of the summarization models at different131

stages of their training trajectories.132

2. Token-level output probabilities for refer- 133

ence summaries: Summarization models place 134

a probability distribution over the entire out- 135

put space and generated summaries are samples 136

from the high probability regions. But looking 137

only at these summaries does not tell us what 138

doesn’t get learned during training. To under- 139

stand this aspect, we additionally analyze the 140

models’ output probabilities for reference sum- 141

maries. Comparing reference summaries from 142

low probability and high probability regions can 143

provide further insight into the model behavior. 144

2.2 Case Study 1: Abstractiveness 145

Hypothesis Reference summaries from the three 146

summarization datasets: XSUM, MEDIASUM and 147

CNNDM exhibit varying degrees of abstraction. In 148

this section, we aim to study the learning trajectory 149

of this property during fine-tuning. We measure the 150

degree of abstraction of the generated or reference 151

summaries by the fraction of copied n-grams from 152

the source article, for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, which we 153

call n-gram overlap. We hypothesize that a pre- 154

trained model trained on some dataset should 155

emulate its n-gram overlap statistics when eval- 156

uated on held-out instances from that dataset. 157

Results Figure 1 shows the n-gram overlap of 158

generated summaries (800 examples from the dev 159

set) at different stages of the training process. The 160

dotted lines in the graph represent the n-gram over- 161

lap of the reference summaries with the source 162

article; this is the target degree of abstractiveness 163

for the summarization models. The graphs show 164

that for both BART- and PEGASUS-based models, 165

the generated summaries exhibit high overlap at the 166

start of the training process, probably because the 167

model parameters are initialized with BART-LARGE 168

or PEGASUS-LARGE which include high amount 169

of copying. This overlap steadily decreases with 170

more training steps. 171

However, the three summarization models show 172

varying degrees of success at achieving the target 173

level of abstractiveness in each dataset. For the 174

XSUM dataset, the model behavior approaches the 175

target abstractiveness quite early in the training pro- 176

cess (after only 10% of the training for BART and 177

approximately 30% of the training for PEGASUS), 178

after which it plateaus. However, Figure 2 shows 179

that the quality of the generated summaries con- 180

tinues to improve with more training: for BART, 181

it increases from 41.9 ROUGE-1 at 10% of the 182
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Figure 1: N-gram overlap of the generated summaries with the source article at different time steps. For CNNDM
and MEDIASUM, the summaries fail to achieve the target degree of abstractiveness (denoted by the dotted lines).
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Figure 2: ROUGE scores of the generated summaries of
all datasets at different training stages.

training, to 44.7 at the end of the training process.183

On the other hand, for both CNNDM and MEDI-184

ASUM, the model generated summaries never185

achieve the target level of abstractiveness. This186

is especially true for CNNDM; the n-gram overlap187

stabilizes after 30% of the training for BART and188

60% for PEGASUS, differing substantially from the189

gold. For MEDIASUM, the the BART model shows190

a steadily decreasing trend, although it is not ac-191

companied by a corresponding increase in quality192

(see Figure 2).193

Interestingly, XSUM models shows greater suc-194

cess at achieving the target degree of abstraction195

compared to the others, even though their target ab-196

stractiveness is lower and involves a greater change197

in the model behavior from the initial stage.198

Analysis Why do the other models generally fail199

to achieve the target n-gram overlap? Our hypoth-200

esis is that summarization models overfit on the 201

easier examples in the training dataset, i.e. those 202

that have high word level overlap with the source 203

article, and this is exacerbated in CNNDM and ME- 204

DIASUM datasets which include a large fraction of 205

such high overlap examples, compared to XSUM 206

which has a lower fraction of these. Prior work has 207

reported similar observations about overfiting for 208

sequence classification tasks (Utama et al., 2020b). 209

To test this hypothesis, we randomly sample 210

1000 examples from the training data and compare 211

the token-level output probabilities of high overlap 212

(easier-to-learn) and low overlap (harder-to-learn) 213

examples at different stages of the training process. 214

These are chosen as the top and bottom 25% of the 215

samples in terms of bigram overlap respectively. 216

We conduct this analysis only for the BART-based 217

models, shown in Figure 3. For the XSUM dataset, 218

we observe that although the mean output proba- 219

bility of the high overlap summaries is generally 220

higher, the model also assigns similarly high prob- 221

abilities to the low overlap examples. On the other 222

hand, for both CNNDM and MEDIASUM, there 223

exists a substantial difference between the proba- 224

bilities from these two sets of examples, resulting 225

in the generation of more extractive summaries for 226

these datasets. 227

Conclusions For both CNNDM and MEDIASUM, 228

models do not achieve their target level of n-gram 229

overlap. Although Figure 3 shows that the model 230

performance on the low overlap, i.e. harder ex- 231

amples steadily improves as training progresses, 232

this does not translate into improvement in 233

inference-time abstractiveness performance of 234

generated summaries. During inference, gener- 235
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Figure 3: Comparison of summary-level output probabilities between high-overlap and low-overlap subsets for
the BART models. For both CNNDM and MEDIASUM, high-overlap summaries are predicted with substantially
higher confidence compared to low-overlap examples.

ated summaries are constructed by sampling the236

highest probability token at each time step (assume237

greedy decoding). Therefore, even though the prob-238

ability of sampling abstractive tokens increases239

(blue boxes in Figure 3), it is still substantially240

lower than that of sampling extractive summaries241

(red boxes in Figure 3) and the model would prefer242

to generate more extractive summaries. In this re-243

spect, generation models differ from sequence clas-244

sification models such as BERT-based models in245

how such graphs must be interpreted. For the latter,246

improvement in performance on harder examples247

indicate that the model would similarly perform248

better when it encounters these in the test data.249

These dynamics indicate that training longer is250

insufficient to get better performance. Deeper mod-251

ifications to the training procedure are needed to252

result in better test-time behavior.253

2.3 Case Study 2: Factuality254

Hypothesis Next, we evaluate the factual cor-255

rectness of the generated summaries. Prior work256

(Maynez et al., 2020; Goyal and Durrett, 2021)257

has shown that BART-based summarization mod-258

els, despite their impressive ROUGE scores, tend to259

produce highly non-factual summaries. In this sec-260

tion, we study how the factuality of generated sum-261

maries evolves during training. We hypothesize262

that models start by making some factual er-263

rors in the initial stages. Longer training, how-264

ever, should gradually lead to better factuality265

as they learn from the data, albeit never becom-266

ing perfect.267

Results To measure factuality, we use factual-268

ity models provided by Goyal and Durrett (2021).269

Given an input article A, and a generated sum-270

mary S′, the model predicts a factualilty label271

y ∈ {non− factual, factual}, denoting whether272
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Figure 4: Factuality Sentence Error Rate of the gener-
ated summaries at different time steps during training.

the summary S′ contains factual errors or not re- 273

spectively. We directly use their pre-trained fac- 274

tuality models for XSUM and CNNDM. For the 275

MEDIASUM dataset, we use the CNNDM model 276

as its generated summaries are closer to the ones 277

from MEDIASUM in terms of abstractiveness and 278

length. We report the sentence error rate (SER) for 279

800 (article, generated summary) pairs from the 280

development set at each training checkpoint. SER 281

is computed as the fraction of generated sentences 282

that are non-factual with respect to the article A. 283

Figure 4 shows the SER at different training 284

steps for all BART- and PEGASUS-based models. 285

First, we see that the sentence-level error rate is 286

roughly proportional to the abstractiveness of 287

the generated summaries for the three datasets: 288

the generated summaries in XSUM have high error 289

rates compared to the other datasets. Moreover, 290

we see that the sentence-level error rate trajecto- 291

ries of both MEDIASUM and CNNDM mirrors the 292

corresponding changes in abstractiveness in Fig- 293

ure 1. For instance, for the BART-based CNNDM 294

model, the sudden drop in n-gram overlap at 30% 295

is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the 296

sentence-level error rates. Similarly, the error rate 297
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steadily increases for the PEGASUS-based CNNDM298

model, following the steady decrease in overlap.299

Apart from abstractiveness, recent work300

(Maynez et al., 2020; Goyal and Durrett, 2021) has301

identified the inherent noise in XSUM’s reference302

summaries as a major reason for factuality errors.303

They show that around 70% of XSUM’s training304

data consists of hallucinated content in gold sum-305

maries, which encourages the models to similarly306

learn to hallucinate facts. Figure 5 shows an illus-307

trative example comparing the learning process of308

factual and hallucinated content in gold summaries309

during training. The graph plots the change in310

predicted probabilities for tokens in the reference311

summary. It shows that the model learns to pre-312

dict correct information (packages) with high con-313

fidence early in the training process. On the other314

hand, hallucinated information is learnt mid-way315

through the training (after 40% progress). More-316

over, throughout the training process, we notice317

that hallucinated tokens from the reference sum-318

maries are generally predicted with lower confi-319

dence than factual tokens. We use this observation320

to distinguish between factual and non-factual ref-321

erence summaries in Section 3.3.322

Conclusions For XSUM, as a model trains for323

longer, it learns idiosyncrasies and hallucinations in324

the training data. These do not systematically result325

in higher amounts of abstractiveness, but instead326

only yield a gradual increase in factual errors. Once327

again, training for longer is not the answer.328

3 Improving Training329

In Section 2.2, we saw evidence that summarization330

models tend to overfit on easier examples, i.e., the331

more extractive examples that are learnt earlier in332

the training process. On the other hand, Section 2.3333

showed that for noisy datasets such as XSUM, cor-334

rect information is assigned high probability scores335

earlier in the training process whereas hallucinated336

tokens are learnt with lower confidence. In this337

section, we operationalize these observations to im-338

prove the abstractiveness of generated summaries339

for CNNDM and MEDIASUM, and factuality of340

generated summaries for XSUM.341

3.1 Loss Truncation342

The core idea behind our approach is to modify343

the loss computation during the later stages of the344

training process, either disregarding high loss to-345

kens to encourage factuality or low loss tokens to346

encourage abstractiveness.347

A suspicious package left outside an Alliance Party office 
in east Belfast has been declared a hoax.

Input Article: Army explosives experts were called out to deal with a suspect 
package at the offices on the Newtownards Road on Friday night. […] The 
premises, used by East Belfast MP Naomi Long, have been targeted a number 
of times. […] Condemning the latest hoax, Alliance MLA Chris Lyttle said […]
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at different training stages for hallucinated and factual
words in the gold summary. The graph shows that fac-
tual content is predicted with higher confidence.

Algorithm 1 LOSSTRUNCATION

Input: Model M , percentile p, standard training steps K,
target ∈ {abstractiveness, factuality}

for t in 0 to T
l0...n ← lossM (x, s)
q ← UpdateThresholdEstimate(l, p)
if t > K

if abstractiveness
mj = 1[lj > q] // truncate low loss tokens

else if factuality
mj = 1[lj < q] // truncate high loss tokens

lj ← mj lj
M ← GradientUpdate(l)

return M

Algorithm 1 outlines our proposed approach. For 348

the first K steps, standard training procedure is fol- 349

lowed to train model M . After K steps, the loss 350

function is modified to only incorporate the loss 351

from a subset of tokens based on the summary prop- 352

erty being targeted. To improve abstractiveness, 353

tokens that have low loss (lj < q) are excluded 354

from the final loss computations; the assumption 355

is that these are extractive tokens learnt with high 356

confidence early in the training. Models trained us- 357

ing this strategy are denoted by +Abstractive. On 358

the other hand, tokens that have high loss (lj > q) 359

during the later stages of the training are excluded 360

to encourage factuality. These models are denoted 361

by +Factuality suffix. For both these different mod- 362

els, the threshold q between high and low loss is 363

controlled through the percentile hyperparameter 364

p. Throughout training, we dynamically update 365

the loss statistics for the last 10k tokens, used to 366

compute the top-p percentile threshold. 367

The overall loss truncation procedure is illus- 368

trated in Figure 7. For +abstractive, the losses 369

associated with predicting the tokens left and an 370
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Figure 6: N-gram overlap of the generated summaries in CNNDM and MEDIASUM. Initializing from BART-XSUM
offers no benefits over the baseline. On the other hand, loss truncation is successful at enforcing abstractiveness.
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Figure 7: Modified training under loss truncation. Af-
ter K steps of standard training, loss is computed on a
subset of the tokens. To encourage factuality, high-loss
tokens (↑) are excluded from the final loss computation
whereas tokens with low loss (↓) are excluded to en-
courage abstractiveness.

are low, and hence removed from the final loss com-371

putation. For +factuality, the loss associated with372

token outside is high under the current model, and373

is excluded from the loss calculation.374

Note that the loss truncation strategy to improve375

factuality is designed specifically to target the in-376

herent noise in datasets like XSUM. Concretely,377

the approach attempts to identify and remove hal-378

lucinated content within gold summaries, enabling379

the model to only learn from factual content in the380

reference summaries. Therefore, datasets such as381

CNNDM and MEDIASUM are not the appropriate382

test bed for our factuality analysis as they do not383

suffer from similar noise in their training data.384

3.2 Encouraging abstractiveness385

First, we investigate the efficacy of the loss trunca-386

tion approach at encouraging the abstractiveness of387

CNNDM or MEDIASUM models. We omit XSUM388

from our analysis of abstractiveness as the baseline 389

BART model in Section 2 already achieves the tar- 390

get degree of abstraction for this dataset. Since both 391

BART- and PEGASUS-based models have shown 392

similar learning dynamics, we conduct experiments 393

in this section only on the BART-based models. 394

Setup For both MEDIASUM and CNNDM, we 395

train models for 8k steps. We set K = 3k: standard 396

training is followed for the first 3k steps, followed 397

by loss truncation for the remaining 5k steps. We 398

set p = 20 for our experiments. For comparison, 399

we include two baselines: (1) Model with parame- 400

ters initialized with BART-LARGE (same as Section 401

2.2) and trained for 8k steps. (2) Model with param- 402

eters initialized with BART-LARGE-XSUM: its zero 403

shot usage produces highly abstractive summaries. 404

Here, we test if fine-tuning from this point helps 405

with respect to abstractiveness. 406

Results Figure 6 shows the abstractiveness pat- 407

terns for the different models for both CNNDM and 408

MEDIASUM. For both datasets, while the mod- 409

els initialized with BART-LARGE-XSUM generate 410

highly abstractive summaries in the beginning, fine- 411

tuning for even a small number of steps results 412

in overfitting to the extractive examples. In fact, 413

the patterns for both the baselines look quite sim- 414

ilar indicating that we do not derive any transfer 415

learning benefits from the summarization skills en- 416

coded in BART-LARGE-XSUM. On the other hand, 417

we see that the model trained with loss trun- 418

cation leads to substantially more abstractive 419

summaries, across both datasets. As expected, 420

the level of abstractiveness drops sharply after 3k 421

steps, i.e., when loss truncation is applied, and con- 422

tinues to decrease steadily. Moreover, the graphs 423
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Gold: Milan goalkeeper D ##ida is partially successful against 
a two-match UEFA ban …

Input Article:   Milan goalkeeper Dida has been cleared to play 
in next month's Champions League match at Shakhtar Donetsk 
after partially winning his appeal to UEFA against a two-match 
ban. Dida has had one game of his two-match ban suspended for 
a year following an appeal to UEFA. […] Dida sits out the home 
tie against Shakhtar on Wednesday after an inquiry …
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D
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Figure 8: Example showing loss modification to im-
prove abstractiveness. The table shows which tokens
are retained (green checkmark) or dropped (red cross)
from the loss computation at different training stages.

show that the models trained with loss truncation424

are able to come close to the target level of abstrac-425

tiveness for the respective datasets, which both the426

baselines models struggled with. In Section 2.3, we427

discussed the trade-off between abstractiveness and428

factuality for summarization models. Our approach429

exposes a controllable lever, through the percentile430

hyperparameter p, that can be set by users to bal-431

ance between these two properties based on their432

requirements.433

Qualitative Analysis Figure 8 shows the loss434

modification for a training example at different435

stages using our +Abstractive strategy. The input436

article (truncated) and tokenized reference sum-437

mary are stated at the top. Abstractive n-grams438

in the reference summary, i.e. those not exactly439

copied from the input article are highlighted in blue.440

The bottom half of the figure shows which tokens’441

prediction loss is included in the loss computation442

at different training stages. For the first 3k steps, all443

tokens’ loss is aggregated. To encourage the model444

to learn abstractive strategies, we want to target the445

loss corresponding to the highlighted tokens. These446

represent an abstractive, somewhat subjective de-447

scription of the events, and requires synthesizing448

information in a complex way. We observe that449

+Abstractive achieves this goal: the abstractive to-450

kens (partially, successful, against) are high loss451

tokens after the initial training. Therefore, only452

these are included in the loss to train the model in453

subsequent time steps. On the other hand, tokens454

continuing a copied phrase (goalkeeper) usually455

have lower loss after the initial training and do not456

contribute to the gradient update in later stages.457
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Figure 9: Factuality of output summaries for the base-
line and loss truncation variants. The plot shows that
token-level loss truncation improves factuality, with
comparable results on abstractiveness and ROUGE.

3.3 Improving Factuality 458

Next, we study if similar down-weighting of knowl- 459

edge learnt later in the training (+Factuality) can 460

improve factual consistency of BART models. As 461

mentioned previously, this strategy to improve fac- 462

tuality is designed for noisy datasets. Therefore, 463

we only consider XSUM for our analysis. 464

Setup Apart from our token-level loss trunca- 465

tion outlined above, we also compare with a 466

summary-level baseline from prior work (Kang and 467

Hashimoto, 2020): summary-level loss is obtained 468

during training (average of token-level losses) and 469

those with loss greater than the p percentile mark 470

are excluded from the loss computation. We call 471

this +Factuality sentence-level. We set p = 50 472

for both our token- and sentence-level experiments. 473

All models (including the baseline) are trained for 474

a total of 10k steps: standard training for the first 475

5k steps, followed by loss truncation. 476

Results Figure 9 shows the factuality trajectory 477

for the different models. We see that the fac- 478

tual consistency of the generated summaries im- 479

proves when token-level loss truncation is en- 480

forced, dropping after 5k steps when the +Fac- 481

tuality token-level loss modification is applied. On 482

the other hand, the summary-level approach from 483

prior work does not lead to better factuality com- 484

pared to the baseline. We hypothesize that this is 485

because factual errors occur locally within the sum- 486

mary; 3-4 erroneous words within a 20 word sum- 487

mary. Therefore, averaging over all tokens makes 488

it harder to distinguish between factual and non- 489

factual summaries. Moreover, we also observe that 490

the token-level approach leads to better factu- 491

ality without compromising on abstractiveness. 492
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> 7k steps > 9k steps

Gold: Bristol flank ##er Jack Lam has signed a new two-year 
contract with the Championship club until 2018.

Input Article:   Lam, 28, joined the club in 2014, […] has 
ignored interest elsewhere to re-sign. […] "I feel I've got 
unfinished business here. […] I’m not getting any younger, two 
more years takes me up to 30 and then I'll have to start thinking 
about what I do after rugby. There are not too many years left 
in me and I'd like to see my years out at Bristol."

0 - 5k steps > 5k steps
Bristol

flank
##er
Jack

two
year

Champ-
ionship

until
2018

club

Lam

Figure 10: Example illustrating +factuality loss mod-
ification. The table shows which tokens are retained
or dropped from the loss computation at each training
stage. We can see that high-loss generally corresponds
with hallucinated content.

Recent work (Ladhak et al., 2021) has shown that493

most prior work enforces factuality by sacrificing494

on the abstractiveness of generated summaries. Our495

analysis in Section 2.3 demonstrated a similar trade-496

off between factuality and abstractiveness. How-497

ever, we see that our proposed loss truncation ap-498

proach improves factuality without sacrificing the499

abstractiveness of generated summaries.500

Qualitative Analysis Figure 10 shows an article-501

summary pair from XSUM training data. The hallu-502

cinated information in the reference summary, i.e.503

unsupported by the article, is highlighted in red.504

Claims that are similarly unsupported but stated in505

the article in other contexts are in blue. The cor-506

rect parts of the gold summary are in black. The507

table at the bottom outlines which tokens’ loss is508

included in the loss computation during training509

at different stages of the training, with high-loss510

(top-p percentile) tokens being excluded.511

For the first 5k steps, losses corresponding to512

all tokens are aggregated. Thereafter, we see that513

the high-losses generally correspond with non-514

supported tokens and are removed. For e.g., the515

input article does not mention the first name Jack of516

player Jack Lam, and the loss corresponding to pre-517

dicting Jack is removed from the overall loss. Sim-518

ilarly, other hallucinated tokens are successfully519

identified and removed, such as ‘until 2018’ and520

‘Championship’. However, some hallucinated to- 521

kens have low loss (and get retained in loss compu- 522

tation) if the probability of predicting them is high 523

due to their prefix. For example, although flank is 524

correctly identified as unsupported, the probability 525

of predicting the ensuing subword ##er is high (i.e. 526

low loss). Similarly, although two is correctly iden- 527

tified as unsupported, the model predicts year with 528

high confidence. 529

4 Related Work 530

Abstractive Summarization Prior work in ab- 531

stractive summarization has evaluated summaries 532

along various parameters such as grammaticality 533

and informativeness (Woodsend and Lapata, 2012), 534

agreement with reference (Lin, 2004; Zhao et al., 535

2019) and content selection (Nenkova and Passon- 536

neau, 2004; Deutsch et al., 2021). Recently, ap- 537

proaches to evaluate the factual correctness of ab- 538

stractive summarization have been proposed (Falke 539

et al., 2019; Kryscinski et al., 2020; Goyal and Dur- 540

rett, 2020). However, all these have focused on only 541

evaluating the final generated summary. Finally, 542

both improving abstractiveness (Song et al., 2020) 543

and factuality (Goyal and Durrett, 2021) have been 544

explored in recent work; in this paper, we explore 545

if simpler techniques inspired by the training dy- 546

namics can achieve similar goals. 547

Evaluating across time steps Recent work has 548

studied learning dynamics of LSTM models 549

(Saphra and Lopez, 2019) and pre-trained trans- 550

former models (Liu et al., 2021) across aspects such 551

as linguistic knowledge, topicalization, reasoning, 552

etc. Another line of work has explored this in the 553

context of mitigating known dataset biases (Guru- 554

rangan et al., 2018) for tasks such as paraphrase 555

identification, entailment, etc. (He et al., 2019; 556

Utama et al., 2020a). Broadly, these have proposed 557

techniques such as example reweighting (Schuster 558

et al., 2019), ensembling (Clark et al., 2019) or loss 559

truncation (Kang and Hashimoto, 2020) to modify 560

the model’s learnt behavior. 561

5 Conclusion 562

In this paper, we study when different summariza- 563

tion skills are learnt during training. We show that 564

copy behavior is learnt early while hallucination 565

is learnt in the later stages. Based on these ob- 566

servations, we propose a simple token-level loss 567

truncation strategy that can be used to achieve no- 568

table improvements in abstractiveness for CNNDM 569

and MEDIASUM, and factuality in XSUM. 570
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A Implementation Details733

For experiments in Section 2, we train summariza-734

tion models on the entire training data for XSUM,735

NPR subset for MEDIASUM and 50k randomly736

sampled examples from CNNDM (we found that 737

this was enough to replicate the results of state of 738

the art models). All our experiments are conducted 739

using the Huggingface Library. Table 1 lists the 740

hyperparameters used for fine-tuning the models 741

and during inference. 742

For training

Computing Infrastructure 32GB NVIDIA V100 GPU
Max Input Seq Length 1024
Max Output Seq Length 128
Optimizer Adam
Optimizer Params β = (0.9; 0.999); ε = 10−8

Learning Rate Decay Linear
Learning rate 2e-5
Weight Decay 0
Warmup Steps 0
Max Gradient Norm 1
Batch size 16

For inference: XSUM

Num beams 6
Length Penalty 2
No repetition size 3-grams
Min-Length 10
Max Length 60

For inference: CNNDM & MEDIASUM

Num beams 5
Length Penalty 1
No repetition size 3-grams
Min-Length 20
Max Length 200

Table 1: Hyperparameters used for both the BART- and
PEGASUS-based summarization models.

B Example Summaries 743

Table 2 provides examples of generated summaries 744

obtained from the standard BART and BART +Ab- 745

stractive models. The examples show that the latter 746

lead to more abstractive summaries compared to 747

the baseline. Table 3 compares generated sum- 748

maries using the standard and +Factuality model 749

aimed at improving factuality. 750
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Input Article: Naypyidaw, Myanmar (CNN) Twenty-one people are dead and 21 missing after a ferry capsized in the
Southeast Asia nation of Myanmar. Myanmar’s Ministry of Information said in a statement that the ship capsized Friday
night as it sailed, in bad weather conditions, around the city of Sittwe. That’s when a large wave crashed into the ferry,
causing it capsize near Myaybone and Myaukkyine islands. Authorities have managed to rescue at least 167 people,
according to the information ministry for Myanmar, which is also known as Burma. Pictures from the government
showed rescue workers helping people off a boat onto the land. Sittwe is the capital of Rakhine state and sits on the Bay
of Bengal, about 55 miles (90 kilometers) from the Bangladesh border. This weekend’s weather forecast for the city calls
for some clouds giving way to clear skies, with high daytime temperatures expected to be in the 30s Celsius (80s to
90s Fahrenheit). Fatal ferry disasters are nothing new to the region. Last month, at least 68 people died when a packed
double-decker ferry sank while on the Padma River north of neighboring Bangladesh’s capital, Dhaka, officials said. A
cargo vessel hit the ferry, causing it to overturn and trapping passengers on its lower deck. Forty-five people died in an
accident on the same river in August. In May 2013, several boats carrying as many as 150 people were thought to have
capsized near Myanmar’s western coast ahead of a storm approaching the area. Those boats were carrying Rohingya,
members of Myanmar’s long-suffering Muslim minority, Thailand-based U.N. official Kirsten Mildren said at the time.
Journalist Manny Muang reported from Myanmar, and CNN’s Greg Botelho wrote this story from Atlanta.

Reference: 167 people have been rescued, Myanmar’s government says. The ferry capsized after being hit by a large
wave in bad weather conditions.

Baseline BART: The ship capsized Friday night as it sailed in bad weather conditions. Authorities have managed to
rescue at least 167 people, according to the information ministry. Fatal ferry disasters are nothing new to the region.

BART +Factuality: At least 21 dead after ferry capsizes near Sittwe. At least 167 people have been rescued from boat.
Fatal ferry accidents are nothing new to region.

Input Article: (CNN) NATO jets scrambled to intercept Russian military aircraft as they neared Latvian airspace,
officials said on Wednesday. Estonian radar detected the aircraft over the Baltic Sea on Tuesday night, NATO said.
Other than the lead aircraft, NATO said, none of the other Russian military aircraft was on a flight plan. NATO sent
jets to identify the planes and later reported that the military aircraft flew on into Russian airspace. NATO didn’t say
how many Russian aircraft were involved. The flights come as Russia’s Northern Fleet has been placed on full combat
alert for military exercises involving nearly 40,000 troops and 50 warships. The exercises have rattled nerves in nearby
NATO states, including Latvia, where U.S. troops and equipment recently arrived for NATO training, and where fears
are growing about Russian President Vladimir Putin’s next move. At the same time on Wednesday, Putin joined a
celebration in Moscow’s Red Square, where Russians celebrated the one-year anniversary of the annexation of Crimea.
NATO has condemned the annexation as an illegal territory grab and is boosting its troop presence in the region in what
officials say is an effort to discourage Putin from encroaching into other countries. Putin describes the annexation as a
“ reunification, ” saying that Crimea’s residents overwhelmingly voted to be part of Russia. CNN’s Don Melvin and
Catherine E. Shoichet contributed to this report.

Reference: Russian military aircraft are intercepted by NATO jets. NATO says the military aircraft weren’t on a flight
plan. Russia is conducting military exercises.

Baseline BART: NATO jets scrambled to intercept Russian military aircraft as they neared Latvian airspace. Russian
Northern Fleet has been placed on full combat alert for military exercises.

BART +Factuality: Russian military planes flew into Latvian airspace, according to NATO. Flights are part of Russia’s
preparations for major military exercises involving 40,000 troops, 50 warships.

Table 2: Generated summaries from CNNDM dataset using the baseline BART model and the BART +Abstractive
model proposed in this work. Longer copies phrases/sentences are underlined. Examples show that the generated
summaries of the +Abstractive model are much more abstractive compared to the baseline.
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Input Article: Visitors will be shown updates from authorities, news articles, emergency telephone numbers and other
useful information in a single place. The SOS Alerts facility can also be set to trigger mobile notifications to those nearby
to affected locations. However, Google is still seeking partners to improve the service. The initiative builds on earlier
emergency response efforts from the US firm, including its Person Finder and Crisis Map tools. But this time, rather
than requiring users to go to special sections of its site, SOS Alerts attempts to bring key information about incidents
directly into two of Google’s most used services. When activated, the Maps tool reveals, among other things, areas
that should be avoided, which roads have been closed and places users can seek refuge. Data gathered from the firm’s
crowdsourced Waze mapping platform also makes it possible to see where traffic jams, accidents and other problems
have been reported by the public. The level of detail shown within the Search tool depends on whether the person
carrying out the query is close to the incident. If nearby, they are presented with links to official alerts, tweets from
first responders, and useful short phrases in the local language. Those searching from afar are shown less detail unless
they click for more information, but they may also be told how to make donations to charities involved in clean-up
operations, if Google believes it to be appropriate. "In situations of crisis, the need for information is crucial," Yossi
Matias, the firm’s vice-president of engineering, told the BBC. "People need to know what’s going on - anything that
may be related to their safety, or any action they should be taking." He added that Google had set up a dedicated team to
decide which events warranted an SOS Alert, but declined to reveal how many people had been assigned to it. Facebook
- which offers a parallel service to let members in the vicinity of a disaster tell friends they are safe - has at times been
criticised for activating it under "inappropriate" circumstances. Google has joined forces with government bodies, the
Red Cross and various weather-forecasting organisations to help provide SOS Alerts in 12 countries. They include local
organisations in the US, Japan, the Philippines, Australia and Canada. But it has yet to secure partners in the UK and
other European nations. SOS Alerts will still cover events there, but will contain less information as a consequence until
information-sharing arrangements are struck. "In times of crisis, more and more people are turning to online sources of
information to find out what to do," Omar Abou-Samra from the International Federation of Red Cross told the BBC.
"Designed to be shared in tandem with public alerts, the service provides localised lifesaving information that people can
immediately act on to protect themselves and their families."

Reference: Google has begun rounding up information about unfolding natural disasters, terrorism and other crises
within its Search and Maps tools.

Baseline BART: Google is to expand its SOS Alerts service to include information about natural disasters and other
major events on its home page.

BART +Factuality Google has launched a new service to help users nearby by bringing key information about disasters
to its Maps and Search tools.

Input Article: The country’s consumer watchdog has taken Apple to court for false advertising because the tablet
computer does not work on Australia’s 4G network. Apple’s lawyers said they were willing to publish a clarification.
However the company does not accept that it misled customers. The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) said on Tuesday: "Apple’s recent promotion of the new ’iPad with wi-fi + 4G’ is misleading because it represents
to Australian consumers that the product can, with a sim card, connect to a 4G mobile data network in Australia, when
this is not the case." The watchdog then lodged a complaint at the Federal Court in Melbourne. At a preliminary hearing,
Apple lawyer Paul Anastassiou said Apple had never claimed the device would work fully on the current 4G network
operated by Telstra. Apple says the new iPad works on what is globally accepted to be a 4G network. The matter will go
to a full trial on 2 May. The Apple iPad’s third version went on sale earlier this month, with Australia the first country
where it was available. Shoppers lined up by the hundreds at Apple stores on opening day and the company said it had
been its strongest iPad launch to date. The ACCC said it was seeking an injunction on sales as well as a financial penalty
against Apple, corrective advertising and refunds to consumers. On its website, Apple does state that 4G LTE is only
supported on selected networks in the US and Canada.

Reference: US technology firm Apple has offered to refund Australian customers who felt misled about the 4G
capabilities of the new iPad.

Baseline BART: Australia is the first country where the new iPad does not work on a 4G network.

BART +Factuality: Apple has been accused of misleading Australians about the new iPad.

Table 3: Comparison of summaries generated by the standard BART model and a BART +Factuality model trained
using our proposed loss truncation strategy. The errors made by the models are highlighted in red.
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